Fresh Relevance provides customer clarity
for Vision Direct with email acquisition and
cart abandonment strategy
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www.visiondirect.co.uk

CASE STUDY

Profile
Europe’s largest online contact lenses supplier,
serving more than 1.9 million customers.

Background

Solution

Vision Direct is Europe’s largest online contact

Customers buying contact lenses tend to remain

lenses supplier that has helped more than 1.9 million

loyal repeat customers, so when a visitor arrives on

customers save on the cost of their eye care

the website they are either interested in becoming a

every month, with brands such as Acuvue, Dailies

Vision Direct customer, or are looking to place a repeat

and everclear.

order. However, in order to be able to engage with
new prospects via email, shoppers must voluntarily

Fresh Relevance was initially recommended to

provide their email address. Working with the Fresh

Vision Direct to assist with its cart abandonment

Relevance services team, Vision Direct set up, tested

email strategy across the UK, Spain, Italy and the

and fine-tuned a best-of-breed GDPR compliant email

Netherlands, however the company quickly realised

acquisition initiative using popovers. Now, when a

the potential of its real-time personalisation platform

new customer visits the Vision Direct website, they

including the use of pop-ups for email acquisition.

are presented at the opportune moment with a
pop-up encouraging them to register their details.

“By working with Fresh Relevance we are able to
build levels of functionality into our eCommerce
operations that we simply do not have the time
or resources to build ourselves.”
- Emma Haskell, Head of Customer Retention

In addition to helping with new acquisitions, Vision
Direct has introduced Fresh Relevance dynamic
content SmartBlocks in its marketing emails, which are
sent via its email service provider dotdigital. SmartBlocks
prominently positioned within the body of the email are
automatically populated with relevant and personalised
product recommendations. They include recently
viewed products and latest purchases, as well as social
proof, such as crowd-sourced information on what
other people have been recently looking at on the
website. The impact of these product recommendation
on click-throughs has been impressive with the
company recording a 557% increase.
Emma Haskell, Head of Customer Retention at Vision
Direct, said: “We want to make it simple for new and
returning visitors to find and purchase the products they
need that match their prescription, as well as provide
them with timely reminders about when to place a
repeat order.” She added: “By working with Fresh
Relevance we are able to build levels of functionality
into our eCommerce operations that we simply do not
have the time or resources to build ourselves.”

Outlook
Looking to the future, Vision Direct is hoping to
incorporate TrustPilot ratings and reviews into their
emails, as well as integrate closer with online
prescription glasses retailer Glasses Direct to provide
the full vision experience to their customers.

Our job is to make you awesome at yours
Fresh Relevance is the comprehensive personalization platform for digital marketers that
drives revenue and loyalty by delivering a targeted cross-channel customer experience.
Powered by real-time data and machine learning, Fresh Relevance seamlessly works with
the existing martech stack, unifies siloed data and tracks all customer behavior. Providing
unique, actionable insights into each shopper, the platform helps select the most relevant
tactics from an unrivalled range of digital marketing tools to guide customers along their
journey across channels and devices.
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